at The University of Surrey
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PEAK provides power and data
connectivity in larger meeting
areas. Available with either 6 or
8 sockets, it is contemporary in
design yet practical – fitted in the
surface - ideal for areas where
larger groups or multiple people
can work at the same time.
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Sharing Power
Here at OE Electrics, we understand the demand for accessible
power. Increasing amounts of people are choosing to work on their
own devices, whether that’s at university, the library or a local café;
sharing power has become inescapable. Bring power to your interior
furnishings, so your visitors never have to compete for power and
charging solutions again.
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qiktray
The QIKTRAY cable basket offers a unique combination of features:
speed of installation, strength, versatility, aesthetics and a
configurability unlike anything that has been seen before within a cable
management system.
The QIKTRAY has been designed to allow the QikFit Power, Data and
AV components to simply ‘click’ directly into the face or back of the
basket without the need for separate brackets, clips or parts. It is also
possible to stack the single tier baskets to create a sturdy multi-tier
solution within a matter of seconds.
These features combined with the built-in mounting brackets make the
‘QIKTRAY’ the basket to use if speed of installation is paramount.
The QIKTRAY is simply the smartest basket on the market:
‘less is so much more’.

Key QIKTRA

Y features in

18

clude:

•

Available in two lengths : 600mm & 900mm

•

Designed to allow ‘QikFit’ range of Power, Data & AV products to simply
‘click’ directly into the face of the wire basket

•

Single tier baskets are stackable to create a sturdy double tier system
without the use of external brackets within a matter of seconds

•

In-built mounting arm & snap-in functionality = no additional brackets, clips
or panels required for installation.
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Education for
Everyone

OE Electrics’ varied product range
and installation options ensure
all client/employee-facing plug
sockets, USB charging outlets and
wireless charging stations are
conveniently located (even on
height-adjustable desks) to ensure
easy access for everyone using the
space. Our easy to install desktop
units ensure that power outlets can
be accessed without having to
manouvre uncomfortably to plug in
your device.
Similarly, our free-standing units such
as POSE, with its flexible goose-neck,
can be easily repositioned to suit
its user. POSE can also be specified
with a bracket to be fitted to
seating or desks.

cable-snake CUBE

pixelTUF

CABLE MANAGEMENT solutions
remove obstacles from the path
of wheelchair users and the
visually impared, preventing
strewn cables and keeping the
workspace clear of trip hazards.

phoebe

Our PHOEBE gas assisted
single monitor arms are
constructed with innovative
counterbalance technology.
The highly adjustable arms
allow you to move monitors
up, down, forward and back
with just a light touch, until
you have achieved the best
ergonomic positions.

Inclusive design is an important consideration in designing any workspace
to ensure the space does not discriminate against those with disabilities.
The Equality Act 2010 (formerly Disability Discrimination Act – DDA)
describes discrimination as “…failure by an organisation to make a
reasonable adjustment to allow you access to goods, facilities and
services.”
Quite often, buildings will make certain accommodations for those with
disabilities such as wheelchair access in the form of ramps, lifts and
automatic doors. However, many offices are still lacking when it comes to
universal design.
Pitfalls vary from inadequate spacing between desks for wheelchair
access, to lack of height-adjustable tables, flexible monitor arms and
inconsiderate placement of power and device charging solutions.
Not only is it important to make sure power and charging solutions are
available but also to ensure that they are easily accessible too; catering
to those less able-bodied.

electrical safety standards

BS6396:2008

PANDA desk top unit
fused at 3.15Amps

PHASE desk top unit
fused at 5Amps

POWERBAR under desk unit fused at 5Amps

POWERUNIT with 4 UK outlets under desk unit
fused at 3.15Amps

Power cable
to 13Amp plug

Power cable to
13Amp plug

The updated Standard was published
mid November 2008 with changes
to the title and scope to include
educational furniture. The 2002 version
was withdrawn.

All electrical systems
and installations in the
work or educational
environment must comply
with the ‘Electricity at Work
Regulations’.
This is a statutory requirement
where failure to comply may lead
to prosecution. Electrical systems
installed in office and educational
furniture must meet these regulations.
A means of establishing a credible
compliance to the regulations is
by adherence to British Standards
relevant to the type of installation.
OE Electrics - Electrical Safety Standards

BS6396* was established to provide
a specification for the safe installation
and use of electrical systems on or in
office and educational furniture where
the electrical system is connected to
the mains supply using a 13Amp plug.
Where the connection to the supply
is direct or via an under floor track
connector then BS7671 (The IEE
Wiring Regulations - see pages 144145) will apply to the installation.
Electrical accessories used in
office and educational furniture
installations must be manufactured
to relevant electrical standards as

set out in BS6396, as part of the
requirements for overall compliance,
of the workstation or screen electrical
system.
Sockets installed in or on office and
educational furniture are intended to
supply power to equipment whose
rating does not exceed 5Amp, the

maximum fuse rating allowed in the

sockets by BS6396. Most office
electrical equipment will run within
the 5Amp maximum. This does
not include kettles, fan heaters or
vacuum cleaners.

Below are some typical examples of
office equipment and their running
current
requirements:
(according to electricalsafetyfirst.org)

monitor
<0.5 A

laptop
<0.5 A

For compliance with BS6396 and the
Electricity at Work Regulations all office
and educational furniture electrical
installations must be tested to ensure
their safety before being handed over
for use. This applies to reconfigured as
well as new installations. Section 7 of

BS6396 details the procedure. Periodic
inspection and tests to the same
requirements should also be carried out
to ensure the continued safety of the
office installations. These tests must be
carried out by suitably trained personnel
and the results documented
*BS6396 requires that all sockets
installed in accordance with the
Standard must be individually fused.
The diagrams on the above show the
maximum number of sockets and their
fuse ratings that may be connected to
a single 13Amp mains plug feeding from
the building supply.
If you have any doubts or concerns
regarding present or future electrical
installations within office furniture please
contact us:

desktop
computer
<3.0A

smartphone
charger
<0.5 A

tel: +44 (0) 1924 367255
email: sales@oeelectrics.co.uk
Electrical Safety Standards - OE Electrics

OE House
Thomas Maddison Lane
Calder Park
Wakefield
WF4 3GH

